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ENTERTAINMENT

Jurassic World Roars Into Universal Studios
Calling all dinosaur
fans! After much anticipation,
the iconic “Jurassic Park” ride
at Universal Studios Hollywood
has reopened with a
rebranding to reflect the
new era of the “Jurassic
World”
blockbuster
franchise.
Inspired
by
Universal Pictures and
Amblin Entertainment’s
dinosaur films, this
spectacular new thrill ride
features the film’s stars,
Chris Pratt, Bryce Dallas
Howard and BD Wong,
who reprise their roles
as Owen Grady, Claire
Dearing and Dr. Henry
Wu. With their guidance,
riders will soar to new
heights with the addition
of iconic dinosaurs from
the movie, including
the colossal Indominus
rex and the magnificent
aquatic Mosasaurus. Die-hard
fans will be reassured that the
iconic waterfall drop from the
original “Jurassic Park” still
remains.
“Jurassic World—The
Ride” captures the essence of the
blockbuster movies and comes
to life in collaboration with the
award-winning and inspired
minds at Universal Creative,
the Academy Award®-winning
special-effects visionaries at
Industrial Light & Magic, a

division of Lucasfilm, Ltd.,
Universal Pictures and acclaimed
filmmakers Steven Spielberg,
Colin Trevorrow and Frank

Marshall.
In
addition,
the
elaborately
themed
all-new
“Raptor Encounter” where Blue,
the beloved Velociraptor from
the “Jurassic World” movies,
engages with guests in daring
face-to-face encounters, along
with the addition of two new
dinosaurs – a baby Raptor
with her handler and a life-size
Triceratops who greet guests
outside the “Jurassic World—The
Ride” entrance, further enhance

the entire experience. Plus, a new
interactive “Dino Play” area is
designed to inspire children of
all ages to explore and excavate
giant dinosaur fossils.
		
Those looking
to refuel can stop by for
Costa
Rican-inspired
cuisine and flavorful Tiki
cocktails served at the
newly renovated Jurassic
Café and all-new tropical
Isla Nu-bar.
		
There are also
an array of souvenir
collectibles,
limited
edition and one-of-a-kind
dimensional
dinosaur
sculptures from the
Jurassic Outfitters store
that invite guests to savor
a piece of this exciting
thrill ride even after they
have gone home.
		
With so much
to see and do at Universal
Studios
Hollywood,
the California Neighbor Pass
invites guests to experience
175 days of fun for $149 when
purchased online. Visit www.
UniversalStudiosHollywood.com
for more details. Blackout dates
and restrictions apply.
More
information
is
available
at
www.
UniversalStudiosHollywood.
com. Like Universal Studios
Hollywood on Facebook and
follow @UniStudios onInstagram
and Twitter.

Shakespeare Under the Stars
at
Los Encinos State Park
Shakespeare by the Sea
presents their performance of
“Henry V” in Los Encinos State
Historic Park on Saturday, August
3, starting at 7 pm.
Shakespeare has long
been performed in an outdoor
space and this performing troupe
is taking it local for one night
only. Plus, it’s free to attend!
Shakespeare’s
most
patriotic and inspiring play
tells of a young King Henry V
who seeks to unite his beloved
England. After laying claim to
French lands and being ridiculed,
Henry marches off to war.
Although sorely outnumbered,

communities throughout Los
Angeles and Orange County
and since Shakespeare by the
Sea is admission free, they rely
on support from the community
who can contribute donations
that support the show in each
neighborhood. Donations are
gratefully accepted at the end of
each performance or can be sent
through their website.
Shakespeare by the Sea
(SBTS) is a nonprofit organization
(tax ID # 95-4785457) that was
launched in 1998 by Producing
Artistic Director Lisa Coffi.
Partnerships with local city
organizations enable them to

Audience members at Los Encinos Historic State Park
watching Shakespeare by the Sea’s 2018 performance of “The
Merry Wives of Windsor.”
Henry rallies his troops and, at
Agincourt, achieves a decisive
victory.
Bring your blankets and
beach chairs to the grassy area
just north of the historic adobe
along with your picnics for a night
of entertainment. The theatre
company does offer coffee, hot
chocolate and a variety of sweets
at their performance.
While there is no public
parking on the park grounds,
space is available on the streets
with a special ADA drop-off spot
at the Moorpark gate.
Shakespeare by the
Sea performs in over 20 distinct

offer the performances for free.
The Los Encinos Docent
Association’s history traces to the
1940s as the “Encino Historical
Society”. It is a California State
Park cooperating association
and an IRS recognized 501(c)(3)
non-profit corporation and has
been working hand in hand with
State Parks for decades to help
educate the public and preserve
this valuable treasure for future
generations. Support your local
park projects and enjoy a bit of
Shakespeare under the stars!
To learn more about
Shakespeare by the Sea, visit
shakespearebythesea.org.

